RETURNABLE DIVIDERS
ITB Packaging LLC returnable dividers give distributors a valuable returnable
packaging solution. Our dividers are custom, soft, flexible, collapsible, rectangular
cells.
ITB offers:
lower price,
quality,
short lead times,
ease of design process,
speedy quotes,
quick sample request turn-around,
no tooling,
and excellent part protection.
When to Use ITB Returnable Dividers:
typically with lighter weight parts (under 5 lbs)
divider is to be installed in tote, bin, or returnable box
Available materials:
Blue plush - Blue-brushed polyester on both sides with
polyester center for body. Most durable with the highest
surface protection. Competes well against Soft Edge,
Sewn Headliner, Sewn 5oz Ultra, Pcor Soft Edge, Pcor
Brushed Polyester, Pcor Spunbound.
LX: polypropylene felt. Very good surface protection,
price point product, durability is good. Great material for
totes and bins. Completes well against: Pcor Soft Edge;
Pcor Brushed Polyester; Pcor Spunbound.
How to Quote:
Quoting can be done through an email form by providing a few vital pieces of
data such as container size, cell size, and number of cells.
Contact Gene McClain at gene.mcclain@itbpackaging.com for access to ITB’s
quoting email form.

EXPENDABLE DIVIDERS
ITB Packaging LLC returnable dividers give distributors a valuable expendable
packaging solution. Our dividers are custom, soft, flexible, collapsible, rectangular
cells.
ITB offers:
lower price,
quality,
short lead times,
ease of design process,
speedy quotes,
quick sample request turn-around,
no tooling,
and excellent part protection.
When to Use ITB Returnable Dividers:
typically with lighter weight parts (under 5 lbs)
divider is to be installed in bin or box (larger than 30”x32”)
Available materials:
26# Smooth Kraft: Strong with very good body for lightweight parts. Smooth and
flexible to protect most parts such as molded in color plastic or painted.
Recyclable. Competes well against corrugated; corrugated
with Nomar
26 # Smooth Kraft with Nomar Coating: Strong with very
good body for lightweight parts. Smooth and flexible
material with the additional part-protecting Nomar coating.
Recyclable. Competes well against corrugated with Nomar
and PE coated.
Bubble Wrap: The cushion of bubble wrap in the form of a
divider. Available in regular and anti-static.
How to Quote:
Quoting can be done through an email form by providing a
few vital pieces of data such as container size, cell size, and number of cells.
Contact Gene McClain at gene.mcclain@itbpackaging.com for access to ITB’s
quoting email form.

